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SUMMARY
The aim of this project was to develop a device for plot sprayers capable of
changing the dose while in a plot. The dose can be constant, progressive linear,
progressive logarithmic or change by steps in the plot. An important part of
the project was to consider operator safety and the accuracy in the treatment
of plots.

Injection system
* The required amount of pesticide is measured in a disposable syringe.
* The required flow of pesticide during spraying is reached through a

stepping motor which pushes the plunger in the syringe. The syringe is
connected direct to a mixing chamber via a check value.

* The boom is designed for a short reaction time, and similar drop in pressure
to all nozzles.

* The, application rate is governed by a hand -held computer.
* The driving distance is measured to provide data for the computer.

Benefits
* The device provides possibilities to study dose /response behaviour in an

easy way. It may be very useful when evaluating new pesticides, spray
technology, different varieties, methods, etc,

* The computer registers treatment data from each plot with regard to start
and end dose, distance, time of treatment, plot number and the type of
treatment curve. These data provide possibilities to calculate exact by
what was done in the plot.

* Better operator safety for the field staff. (Handling of pesticides is
not necessary in the field)

* No premixed quantities of pesticides remain after a treatment.
* Easy to clean the sprayer between plots.

INTRODUCTION
Often when new sprayers or treatment methods are tested in field experiments
one, two may be three pesticides dose rates are used. These experiments only
gives the answer which effect a certain dose rate have. The question which
also should be asked is "How much can the dose be reduced without any loss
of efficiency ?" To answer the last question the behaviour of dose - response
curves should be compared instead of just effect of one, two or may be three
different dose rates.

Using a large number of plots with different dose rates makes it possible
to create dose - response curves. This way to work is expensive and demands a
large area which often gives problem with uneveness in the field. An alternative
is to work with a linear progressive change of dose in each plot. The method
with linear change of dose in a plot is not new even if a logarithmic change
is the most common. The important part of this work is the chemical inspection
system which is developed and gives high accuracy together with possibilites
to save treatment data.

By using a linear progressive change of dose instead of progressive
logarithmic the resolution will be much better concerning dose change depending
on distance . To compare dose - response curves can be useful when evaluating
new pesticides, spray technology, different varieties, different weeds,
different growth stage of weeds, different climate factors and methods
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logarithmic, changes by step, or as you wish 12 different treatment curves
can be prestored in the computer.

The computer also records treatment data with regard to plot number,

treatment curve, start dose, end dose, plot distance, treatment time and water

flow. It is important to know what is really done and not only what was intended

to do.
Clean water is coming from tank "A" to mixing chamber "B" and out to boom

"I ". The boom is divided like a net to give short reaction time, equal pressure

drop and the same dose rate at the same time in all nozzles.
During driving and spraying water, the start gate "G" start the injection

system. The distance in the plot is measured by wheel "H" and provide data

for the computer "F ". The dose rate is governed by the computer "F" through

the regulation system "E ". The regulation system "E" regulates the speed on

the steeping motor "D" which pushes the plunger in the syringe "C". The syringe

"C" is connected direct to the mixing chamber "B ".
Cleaning is easy done by just spraying water. The mixing was measured by

measuring the concentration of one nozzle. Five samples per second were taken.

The variation was lesser than 1.5 %.
Reaction distance (the distance from a change is wanted until it reached

the nozzle) is depending on flow and speed. 100 1 /ha gives the reaction distance

4 meter. 200 1 /ha gives 2 meter. If smaller flows are requested it's just to

change tube diameter.

METHOD
It's very important that the treatment is done with a sprayer in very good

conditions and during good climate conditions. Else these parameters will

influence more than the parameters which should be tested.
'c * Fill required amount of pesticide in to the disposable syringe and connect

it to the mixing chamber.
A * Place a stick in the beginning and end of the plot. This stick will start

and stop the injection system and should be placed to the end of the season

as references.
* Choose treatment curve and indicate plot number in to computer.

* Start spraying water and drive with a constant speed.
* Analysis should be done across the treatment direction. The distance

between analysis point and the reference stick must be referred.

* The distance from the reference stick can be transformed to dose rate from

treatment data.
* Dose - response curves can be calculated from each plot.

DISCUSSION
This method has been used in some field trials last year and showed that the

principle worked well. But to be sure of each result more replica's must be

done.
It is necessary to find and even field with high pressure of weed, because

of the small analysis area of each dose. It's a very exact system, but also

very sensitive for bad treatments.
At the same time it indicates that it is necessary to be careful even with

conventional experiments when using reduced dose rates.
The most expensive part of the experiments is the analysis. That is one

of the reasons why we now are starting to work with remote sensing as analyse

method. Interesting is to measure reflectance from the crops by a radiometer

in our case a crop scan. It gives a mean value, but don't give any variation

in each measure point. We are also now building a remote controlled air -born

platform to take photos which can be used in a image analyser which gives mean

value and the variations. The reason is to find a cheap analysis system and

also more objective then manual analysis.
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influence on needed dose.
Example 1: If two different sprayers should be compared one conventional

and one new with better deposit. Then the dose response curve just will move
on the dose axis. How much it moves gives the answer how much the dose can
be reduced.

Example 2: If two different varieties should be compared, one conventional
and one which compete much better against the weed, then the dose- response
curve can change in two ways. One way is different effect at no dose at all
and the other way is that the full effect will be reached earlier.

When evaluating dose - response curves it is important to consider:
1.. The effect of no dose, start level. It can change because of varieties,

growing methods, etc.
2. The effect of full dose, end level. It can change because of treatment

time, application technology etc.
3. The variation at no dose and full dose. If the variation is higher at full

dose then no dose, then it depends on the treatment. It can depend on bad
treatment, application technology, climate factors (wind) etc.

4. The sharpness of the curve. A sharp curve indicates a good treatment. .A
sloping curve indicates a bad treatment, for example a sprayer in bad
condition, windy conditions during treatments, not constant speed during
treatment, etc.
Note: Different pesticides can give different sharpness of the curve.

The Injection System
The Injection System was, specially designed to be:
* Independent of the chemical, no calibrations should be needed.
* Easy to change chemical and easy to clean.
* Safe to use, and no pre mixed quantities of pesticides remain after a

treatment.
* The treatment must be recorded.
* Every nozzle must have the.same dose rate at the same time.
* High Accuracy
* Good mixing between water and chemical.
* Flexible to different sprayers and to different treatments.
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Figure 1 Injection System
A Clean water tank
B Mixing chamber
C Chemical tank (disposal syringe)
D Stepping motor (pushes the plunger
in the syringe)

The hand held computer H is used for
be constant, progressive or depressive

I

E Regulation system
F Handheld computer
G Start gate
H Wheel (measure the distance)
I Boom (divided like a net)
design of the treatment curve it can
linear, progressive or depressive


